
Overview and Package list 

 

Power indicators 

 

Type-C charging port 

 

Touch button 

 

Microphone 

 

 

Bluetooth Pairing 

1. Put the earbuds into the charging case and keep the charging case opening, then step into the 

pairing mode 

2. The indicator alternately flashes between orange and blue light for 1.5s under pairing mode 

3. Open your Bluetooth of smartphone, refresh the Bluetooth device list, choose MOONDROP 

Alice, and click pairing 

 

Note: For the first time, please put the earbuds into the charging box, close the case lip and charge 

the earbuds via USB-C port 

 

 

Automatic power-on reconnection 

Disconnect and there is the paired device, just open the charging case and it can achieve 

automatically reconnection. 

 

 

Over-distance disconnection automatic reconnection 

The connected smartphone will be disconnected if beyond the effective working distance, and the 

smartphone will be automatically re-connected when it reenters the effective working distance 

within 3 minutes. It needs to be connected manually in the Bluetooth list if the earbuds can't be 

automatically re-connected. 

 

 

Disconnect the paired device 

In the non-working state, long press the binaural touch button 3S to disconnect the currently 

connected device. Re-enter the device pairing mode. 

 

 

Restore factory settings 

Open the Bluetooth paired device list, delete the paired MOONDROP Alice, then put the earbuds 

into the charging case, keep the charging box opening, click both touch button 5times to clear the 

pairing information, and then re-enter pairing mode. 

 



Prompt: Due to the connection characteristics of Bluetooth signal, there may be intermittent 

disconnection or silence occasionally in places with dense electromagnetic signal interference at 

2.4GHZ. 

 

Charging 

The power of charging box < 5%, the indicator flashes once every 1.5s, goes out after 3times 

5% < the power of the charging box < 25%, the LED1 flashes once every 1.5s 

25%≤ the power of the charging box < 50%, the LED1 LED2 flashes once every 1.5s 

50%≤ the power of the charging box < 75%, the LED1 LED2 LED3 flashes once every 1.5s  

75%≤ the power of the charging box ≤100% LED1 LED2 LED3 LED4 flashes once every 1.5s 

 

Charging the charging case by plugging the USB-C or putting it on the wireless charging board. Refer 

to the above-mentioned charging status, the indicators will be always on after full charging, and 

the indicators will go out after stopping charging.  

 

Put the earbuds into the charging case for charging 

During charging, orange indicator is always on. 

After full charging, the orange indicator goes out. 

Low battery, orange indicator flashes once every 3s 

 

 

 

 

Function introduction 

1. Voice prompt, click the left/right earbud 3 times to start when a smartphone has been connected 

2. Play/pause, click the left/right earbud when a smartphone has been connected. 

3. Previous/NEXT, double-click the left earbud for the previous song, and the right earbud for the 

next song. 

4. Click the left/right earbud for answering a call. 

5. Long press left/right earbud 2s for refusing a call.  

6. Click the left/right earbud in a call to hang up 

7. Click the left/right earbud to answer the other call when holding the call.  

8. CROSSFEED sound affect button, long press the left earbud 2s to switch the CROSSFEED sound 

when a smartphone has been connected. The prompt “Enable” is on and “disable” is off. 

 

 

Specifications:  

Model: Alice 

Bluetooth version: 5.2 

Bluetooth Protocol: A2DP/AVRCP/HFP/HSP/SBC/AAC  

Charging port: Type-C 

Impedance: 32Ω+15%Ω@1kHz 

Working distance: 15m (barrier-free open environment) 

Charging case input: 5V-1A 



Charging time of charging case: 3H 

Charging time of earbuds: 1.5H 

Battery Life of earbuds: 8H 



FCC Statement 

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, 

pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 

against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can 

radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, 

may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that 

interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful 

interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment 

off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the 

following measures: 

• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 

• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 

• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is 

connected. 

• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

Caution: Any changes or modifications to this device not explicitly approved by manufacturer 

could void your authority to operate this equipment. 

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two 

conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept 

any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. 

 

RF Exposure Information 

The device has been evaluated to meet general RF exposure requirement. The device can be used

 in portable exposure condition without restriction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




